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29: Breeding Basics 1: Creating Your Own
Bloodline

The purpose of animal breeding, in my case breeding pomeranians, is to
create a superior specimen as close to the breed standard as possible. The Pomeranian Breed Standard is
the Bible of Pomeranians. It specifies the details of what a Pomeranian should look like, how big it should
be, what kind of coat it should have, how it should move, etc etc etc.
Your breeding should be progressing closer towards this objective generation after generation of breeding.
Virtues are enhanced whilst faults and problems are weeded out.
Unlike human pro-creation which is based on love and relationships, breeding animals or animal
husbandry is more non-sentimental objective attitude when it comes to improving your stock. There should
be lesser room for sentimentality but rather a decisive focus of your reaching objective?which is getting
closer to the breed standard. In the process, participants in this venture, create their own kennel name and
bloodline which they could call their own and be proud of.
One of the main tools of breeding is inbreeding and linebreeding. Inbreeding is breeding very close
relatives like father to daughter, son to mother, half brother to half sister, or even full brother to full sister.
Linebreeding is breeding more distant relatives like grandfather to grand-daughter, grandmother to
grandson, uncle to niece, auntie to nephew, first cousins, and so on.
These close and not so close relatives are bred to create a certain predictability/uniformity in the resulting
litter, the objective oftentimes is resurrecting a favorite dog. It takes three generations of continuous
linebreeding/inbreeding to create a strain or your own bloodline ?.this would mean a certain look that you
can call your own. This would also mean generations of breeding involving years before you can call what
you have bred your own bloodline.
Accordingly, anyone who imports/or buys a dog cannot claim ?bloodline? credit for the dog he imported
because that is really the bloodline from the kennel it came from. The resulting litter of that dog with
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another bitch will still be hardly your own bloodline. If the breeding is linebreeding/inbreeding, then that
breeding is still the bloodline of kennel of that common ancestor. It is only after being responsible for the
combinations of three generations of continuous linebreeding/inbreeding on a common ancestors or
relatives of that common ancestors ?plus infusing bloodlines of other related or unrelated dogs that you
create your own bloodline.
In between these generations of linebreeding and inbreeding, you may have to outcross. Outcrossing is
breeding a totally unrelated partner to your stock, or a very distant relative. Oftentimes, it is defined as
having no common relations for more than five generations. You do this because of the following reasons:
1.) a certain fault is emerging making it necessary to find a new partner to clean up that problem since
another principle in breeding is not to double up on a fault, 2.) a certain weakness is occurring because of
the close breeding and as such, it has been said that you have at least 25% new blood to keep your
breeding program strong and healthy,. 3.) a certain virtue is desired to enhance your breeding program,
such as, a thicker coat, a triple AAA personality, etc.
As you breed your own best in show dog or favorite dog, you eventually use this dog as the basis of your
linebreeding and inbreeding, thereby, eventually, creating your own new strain or bloodline.
And so, the game begins. It is like experimental cooking?a little salt, a little spice?.which is like choosing
the partner for bitch in season.
Pictured above is my favorite Pomeranian, Ph HOF Am Tha Ch Canton Bravestar. He is six generation of
my breeding and a good representation of the canton bloodline.
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